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wig COPYRIGHT imine

CoPwright on anything which does not carry the writer's name belongs
to Adventure Probe. LCoPyright on all other items lies with the writer
as Adventure Probe does not Paw for contributions.
Readers whose work is Printed in the magazine continue to hold
copyright on all material written by them, and are free to use 1t
elsewhere ... it still belongs to them,
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wiik SUBSCRIPTIONS kk
CoPies can be ordered month by month if vou wish, or wou can order ub
to TWELVE months in advance. Prices are shown below: =

United Kin®dom eres ssnseans £1.25 per cofy
Eurofe (Incl. S. Ireland’ isin aie inate eins £1.75 per cofy
kest of World (Surface Fail) cosvcessonas £1.75 per cory
Rest of World (Air Mail’ Seiisiste tains. £2.06 rer copy

All back cofies are still available commencing with Issue | June
1986.

Issues 1, 2 and 3 at SBP each (75F EuroPe. £1 R.0.W.2
Issues 4 to 19 inclusive at £1 each (£1.50 Europe, £2.00 R.0.W.J

Vol Il Issue | onwards at £1.25 each (£1.75 Europe, £2.00 R.U.KW.)
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Hk ADVERTISING RRTES Hikik

Private advertisements in the In-Touch section of Probe are free to
subscribers, Trade Prices are as follows -

Full page - £3, Half Pave - £3, Line ads &F Fer word.

20oooC0000a0a#bi PHOTOCOPYING seek

A4/AS Single sided - SF Per sheet
A4/ARS Double sided - &F Per sheet

Reduction from A4 to RS - SF Fer sheet
Add 18% for return postase. Minimum order of 10 sheets

Send details of sour reduirements to Sandra Sharkey, r8 Merton Road,
Wigan, WN3 6AT.

BEEF LEAR RR AREAS RS RAD AR RAARRR EN RAR SRG ORR RRR RRR RA ERR RR ER NRHA dA
ADVENTURE PROBE is distributed on the ist to 3rd of each month. CoPy
ate tor contributions, advertisements etc. (4th of each month.

Flease send all correspondence, subscriPtions etc. to the Editor.
Flease make all Payments in Founds Sterling. Cheques F.U s should be
crossed and made Payable to Adventure Frobe.
EDITOR ilandy Rodrigues, £4 Maes v Lwm, Llandudno, Owswedd LLSE 1JE.

FUBLISHER Sandra Sharkew, 78 Merton Road, Highfield, Wiwan WWE 6RAT.
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Aad HALL OF FAME Soa
Thanks to the followin readirs tor sending 1n contribution: over fhe
Last

dmb Barpsles, B.RGFe Gerrard, Graham Wheeler. Maureen Lambo

Joka Herbert. June Kow jalbot. F.A.HDams=. Alan LL. Fhillikrz,
Sandra Bharkew. boresn Bardon. Fal Sawser. Jackie Holt. Alf Ealduwin,
Footer toh be Fete Simb zon. Barbara  oDibb awd Jim 0 kesrte. If
Anse Bas Been torgotnern in the HALL Or Fame theo Flease FOYLE NE,
The cham-4e of Sditor meant that (oad: of hints and Tike eho eee
passed tron sandta and Lhe Condercons toe Liz peoattc mas Rave
pecame =laabitls ml asd-ub an The Process,

fospecial thanks to BEuRlGFel for tre Lows ix ower Plohure,
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seed EDI TORI FL. semen
Welcome to the May edition of Probe and & sPecial welcome to the newsubzcribers, it 1s nice to have vou aboard. Over the Past couPle of
months I have been alternately shaking in my shoes and then tremblingwith excitement over taking over as editor of Probe. My couragealmost deserted me combletely after reading the letter of Praise from
Tons Bevan in the March izsue! R11 that Praize about the correctspelling and Srammar - "Can I live uP to all thet? I asked myself.Well at least I can Promise not to use "fab" and "brill" andsincerely hoke that I will not make wou all wince too much along the
way,

Now before I do ansthing else, I would like to ask wou all to writeto me and let me know what vou think about Probe. 1 would like to wet
az much feedback az Possible to ensure that sou @et Just what wouwant out of Probe. After all it is YOUR magazine - I Just Futtogether all the lovely contributions intu maSazine form, so hurry ufand Put Pen to PakPer. It would be wvery mice if wou could alsoenclose a contribution or two for Probe at the same time becausetheses are always needed! Next month is Frobe’s second birthdas and I
can’t think of a better way of celebrating than to double thereadershiiP so Flease don’t foreet to mention Probe to wour friends.Do wou know that there are still thousands of lost and lonely soulsout there who have never even heard of Probe! - Take Pity on then.
Since Heil Talbot zs letter in the March issue, two readers havekindls offered to PrePare dquestionnaire’s — thanks to June Rowe andFaul Brunvyee! The two questicrmnalre’ s cover very different asfectsof adventuring so | have decided to publish them both. Get sour Pensready because they will be coming wery scon!
Adventure Reviews are in very short suPFly! Probe needs themureently. Have wou Pleased any adventures lately that wou would likeLo share your wiews on with other readers? If so, Please send themiv as SOON as You Cav.
I have received a letter from ACE Masazine. thew are offering a freeJogztich amons other goodies if you take out a 12 month subscriPticn!
I can’t think what a self - resfecting adventurer would want with aJowstick (Tsk! Tsk!’ but sou must admit it isn't a bad offer.Another item of news is that a new ‘Plus Three Club’ i: %etting under
was. Hs this is in my Part of the world I hawe no Problem with theaddress but some of vou may find it a bit of a tonBue twister! HH. J.HuwPhiress, The Plus Three Club, Penrhsncoch Post Office, Fberystwsth,Defed, 8vY23 SEH. I have no idea what it is all about wet but anyFluz 2 owners, if thes are interested, can alwaws write to HH. J,HumFhresz and find out Just what i: on offer,
On behalf of all readers I would like to @ive sincere thanks toSandra for all her hard work as editor over the Past two wears.Withoul sou Probe wouldn't be what it 1s todas. We will all miss wou
and hoFe to hear from wou in the Pages of the magazine sSCon. You.
have been a little Gem!
Well that & all from me for this month, 1 sincerely hoPe wou enJodthiz 1s2ue of Frobe., 1 will ses wou all a%ain next month.

Mands.
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GHOME RAMGER - LEVEL 9

In this adventure sou take on the role of Ingrid Bottomlow & 9nome
ma.lder who, because of a faulty scroll. has been
transforted far away from her home at Gnettlefield
Farm to & strange wilderness. Indrid must somehow
find her way home again alonw the long and difficultroad.
You start by finding wourself standin® outside
a little shor which is all locked uF. The obvious
inPut is to knock on the door whereuFon it is oPened
bys a centaur!
The adventure is in three Parts and each Part must
be completed in turn before access is @iven to the
next part, The threes Farts of the adventure take the
form of animal, veweLable and mineral. The first part
18 animal and Jou duly find Plenty of animals lurking
about the Flace. Most of the Froblems involve finding and
manipulating various objects but wou will not ®et very far until wou
make friends with the various creatures wou come across 4nd somehow
enlist their helf. The creatures themselves will usually let wou
know what it is they are looking for and when they are 9iven what
they want they will usually let wou know how they can helP wou when
You need them.

Fart two of the adventure concerns vevetable matters and I found thisFart far more enJosvable than the first. Here sou find, right at thestart that wou must Pick a Lea leaf from the tea bush in the 9arden
but as soon as wou do 80 the little bush withers. You know that sou
cannot leave until wou have restored the tea bush toc its Proper
healthy condition. This involves trying to find the ingredients for afertilizer Potion. There are many other Potions to be brewed before
You can do this and to help wou, wou find Plenty of books in the
library of the cottage which 9ive cryPtic hints as to the contents of
the various Potions as well as other quite useful hints on solving
some of the first Problems wou will come across.
The last part of the adventure concerns minerals and sou find
sourself involved in a war between the Fire Pesoble and the lce PecFle
in another Part of the wilderness. Kioght at the start you find a
talking gate which is very unhaPPy because someone has stolen the
Jewels which adorned the gate. It flatly refuses to oPen and let wou
Pass throush to wour home because of this. Inerid Promises to find
the Jewels and the ate kindly Provides her with a sack in which to
Put the Jewels. On sour travels wou will come across & Pensuin who
wants someone to sit on her 99 for her and keef it warm. FA littlelcechild who demands an ice lolly, A little gnome who wants a rock
before sou can enter the rock warden and, stranwest of all, & Poor
Yeti who wants his snow shoes repaired.
Lame one has about 60 locations and @ame two has only 30 locations.Fart three, however, is a very large adventure with mans more
locations to exrlore. Unfortunately, in all three Parts the location
descriPtions are skParse Lo say the least. Loads of the locations have
the same short descrifPtion such as "You are on a 9rassy FPilain' or
"You ere on a barren sPot" followed by a list of the various exits.
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The movement throush mans useless locations is helPed by the command
“Go to" which Quickly takes wou to the more interesting sPots so itis Just the iniiLial exPloration which is & bit wearing.
The adventure is full of Level 97s sense of humour with tons of those
‘Play on words’ situations which we have come to expect from Level §
in many of their adventures. The $rafhics are Quite Pretty which is a
great imProvement on some of the offerings from Level 9 in the past
and there is ramsave, ramload and ooPs which are vers useful when wou
are trying out various solutions to the many Problems wou will
encounter,
Surtrisingly for Level 9 I did come across one or two little buss
which were mainly in the form of getting some strane resPonses {rom
the various creatures when I obviously asked them the wrong questions

but all 1n all it is well Programmed. 1 must be Guite honest and
say that it isn’t a Patch on the $ood old Level agventures that we
Plaved in the Past. The DunSeuns series and the snowball series were
much more enJoyable but I suPPose that we must move with the times.
Gnome Ranser is different from their other adventures as there isPlenty of character interaction and Lhe advanced parser can
understand very comb lex commands such as "NempPh,find the Llama and
take the flower then find me and give the flower to me" which is a
vest improvement, Mind wou, I still found the Sood old werb noun
inPut invaluable at times whilst tryine to fisure out what to do
next,
All in all I found this to be an enicysble adventure and much to me
surPrise I did find meself 9lued to the comPuter Suite a few times
whilst I eaverly waited to find out what stran®e situation Ingrid
would find herself in next.f lot of the objects that wou find lying around have no use at all
which is rather upsetting when wou have carefully carted them all
round with sou until the end of the @ame, Still many more of the
cbyectz have the stransest uses.
Most of the reskFonses are very amusing and, after a while, & certain
tondngss for little Inwrid Bottomlow @rows. After all, she is full of
good intentions and it isn't her fault that things ®c badly wrong
when she is trying to help someone out is it?
You should have fun with this adventure. The Froblems are not too
difficult but they are certainly different and 1 suPPose that this
was why I ®ot stuck & number of times and had to whistle or ring for
held to vet me out of a fix.
Reviewer - Maureen Lamb - Commodore.
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ATTENTION ALL COMMODORE GRC USERS!

At last a Program is available which loads in sour dabafiles.
recovers wasted memory by deletind unused words, Prints Your
datafiles to the Printer and lots more!

The prowsram costz £5 and is available from:
LU. Macleod, 35 Uld Evanton Rd, Dinwwall, Ross-shire, IV1S SRE
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segHMER ICANN SDS Ecos
This 18 3 four Part text adventure based on American soak oFeras.
Hf ter woul success 1h home Produced scabs (see issue 1D of Probe for
review of “"Suds's wou are off to America to aPPear in thelr soaPs.
Ivo Part one wou have 8 very difficult Journes. by airplane, to New
York where sou must get a new contract. In Fart two vou are on the
South Pork Ranch. You have to find sour lons lost PaPpPs. and if vou
can sabotawe Erother Booby 's oil well on the was. 50 much the better.
In Part three wou find yourself in Denver on the Dynasts Colby set.
Yo mas Come across Dvslexie’ chest and Hake Carrvon s teeth! There
are also Quest aPPearences by Cannibal Hass and Miami Mice who are
very obstructive. In Part four sou Play a cob in Kill Street,
provided vou can find Your uniform and badass,
Each section 1s complete and can be Plased separately, alithoush as
they Set progressively more difficult, 1t 1s a slight advantage to
try to Play them in seduence.
Commands are simPle - the usual four comfass Points, Plus U, I. TRKE.

WEAF etc... SCORE enable: sou to check sour TY ratins, 1606 Per cent
can be achiewed 1n each part. AH new command to me is LOCATION. This
S1wes EE yours current location number thus sPeediny-up the maPPins
process. and also 9iving vou an excellent method of checking if there
are 570d Yaecret” locations vou might have missed. HELF mas or may
not give vou a clue. There 12 also a welcome wariation from the
conventional wording when letting sou know You cannot do something,
or are breind to carts too much. or 91wing A list of your inventors.

| the characters are weird. one even has
are quite difficult. but persewerence Pass oft. Dedication to the TY

Programmes 13 nob neceszars but a little  backarownd knouwledse will
EISEN dour apPreciation of the bizarre plots and Puzzles,
The location descrifhtions are mare than adeduate. and the 1tems found
around the =cens: ars colourtully descoriktaive and often wickedla
afr suous. The Jumour may nob be to everyone obut I thought
the entire adventure wers well written, and adicties — gust like the
originals.

skare heads! Some Puzzles

Thee Riverdale Duo of hawvid Edwardz and Charles Loma: say Lhes have
Plenty of material fo Fothem goins for a sear or so. 2218 Suds
and What The Dickens are comins soon! 20, Lo Pinch a Phrase or Lwo,
HaPpy Adventuring, and Have A Mice Daw!

REVIEWER — Barbara Gibb - BEC.

Auds and Rmer1can Suds are on Ass
cost £4.00 each and are available
Hvenve, Manchester, Fz ZJW.

ctron and Master,
TUWAHRE., 33 Frinton

SEF ERAER RE ERAPES ERR ERAS AALS RIRAR ERASE AREER SLL ARSED REA SSEEP ASAE HS

LREEH DUR — HIWT:S - Jackies Holt.

Hit fhe ogzner with the silver hammer.
Follow fhe curate to find 3 daftodil

Witch Fi=1t wants 3 Fr qt = miwE her 3 bear
Fzal the Potatossz,
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DUSK OVER ELFINTON - Bandit Video Games = £2.95 Xp
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In the spring of 1984, James Hooper attempted, using the Quill, to write his firstadventure game. Unfortunately (then), the project came to an end when he accidentlyerased the tape containing the database. Two years later, he met David Harper and
showed him some graphics which he had developed using the Illustrator. Excited bythese designs, the pair decided to resurrect James' old adventure, expanding onthe original ideas and concepts. Eight months later {with the aid of Gilsoft's
Quill, Illustrator amd Patch utilities), they had finished what they consider to
be "the greatest little adventure since toasted sandwiches"!

The story begins in the back room of an old antique shop. The elderly shopkeeperis sorting through some cobweb-laden boxes and finds a highly polished mirror hidden
beneath a pile of dirty clothes. He picks it up to admire it, but it slips from
his frail fingers and breaks in two as it hits the floor. Cursing quietly to himselfthe old man takes the pieces outside and deposits them in a dustbin. A short time
later, you hurry down an alleyway ... a shortcut on your lomely way back home. You
pass by the bin and the glint of moonlight being reflected from am old broken mirror
catches your eye. You pick up ome of the pieces and are amazed to see, imside it,the ghostly apparition of a wise old man beginning to form. All of a sudden, a cold
fog descends around you and the apparition in the mirror begins to chant in an
unearthly tongue. Slowly, you begin to understand the words that are being said,but they seem to make little sense. Then, as quickly as it came, the fog lifts again
You are left feeling bewildered and disorientated. You calmly look about you. You
are surrounded by books se. in an old, decrepit library ....
The presentation and packaging lavished on this game by its creators goes well
beyond anything usually expected from either budget game producers and/or homegrownsoftware writers. The two-part game itself comes on 2 good quality cassette, with
2 properly printed label, and both parts are recorded on each side of the tape(therefore less likely that you will get a copy that refuses to load). The cassetteinlay is a delicately shaded screen-dump of the game's loading screen (which, inits own right, is an excellently drawn, atmospheric scene-setter for the adventure
proper) and is so nicely defined that every detail of the picture can be clearlypicked out. The cassette is accompanied by z 10 page AS booklet which gives fulldetails and background to the adventure as well as complete loading and playinginstructions. The centrefold of the booklet is a representational map of Elfinmton
and its environs (you'll still need to make your own though!). Finally, as far as
packaging is concerned, there is a carefully coded, full hintsheet available for
the game which Bandit may send you a copy of ... if you ask them nicely (then
again, they may not!).
The on-screen presentation is equally impressive. The character set has been
redesigned in a Gothic style which suits the game perfectly yet remains easilyreadable. Black paper has been used throughout. Location descriptions are in
cyan ink and possible exits from any location have been skilfully integrated intothe description and yet are made obvious to the player by the use of capitalletters (e.g. if you are told "to the North is a bridge’ then North is a possibleexit because a capital letter has been used. However, if you are told "to the
north is an uncrossable swamp" then the lower case "n" in north indicates thatthere is not an exit in that directidn. It may sound a little unwieldy, but itworks fine in practice). This technique avoids the artificiality of using "Exits
are etc. etc. etc.’ type messages ... and also ensures that the player pays veryclose attention to each and every location description. The descriptions themselves
are very full and very atmospheric. A nice balance between the over-verbose and the
painfully terse.
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The location descriptions are seperated from the input/responses/messages area by
a thin yellow band (something like a twisted cord) drawn right across the screen.
The "What Now?" prompt (or the equivalent thereof) is in magenta; the cursor and
player inputs (and any portable objects present) are displayed in white; messages
and responses seem to come in two variations ... in yellow if it's positive (e.g.
you find a trapdoor under the rug) ... or in green if it's negative (e.g. I'm afraid
you can't do that). Each input/response is seperated from the next by a blank line,
and, once the screen is full, earlier text scrolls smoothly up and off the screen
to make room for new stuff to be printed at the bottom. The overall effect may sound
a little garish but, in fact, what you get is a very neat, very colourful, very
attractive and very readable display.

As in all the best adventures, extensive use of the "EXAMINE" command will reap
loads of dividends. Very few objects or clues will be found simply lying about.
However, if you're thorough you will discover the hiding places of most of them.
And, to prevent you wasting time by barking up the wrong tree entirely, if you
examine things of no importance, you get a helpful "Just scenery’ message. In
addition, you'll find it necessary to indulge in a little character interaction
if you are to learn all you need to know. Admittedly, this character interaction
is of a very simple type o.. you just input the characters name follwed by whatever
it is you wish to ask him (e.g. "HARRY HELP (ME)"). As the Quill can only handle
two word inputs, you can see that conversations aren't going to be very complex.
However, as primitive as the system may be, it's redeeming grace is that it works
very well. Having seen the mess some programmers can get themselves into when they
attempt more sophisticated interaction, I think that there is a lot to be said
for keeping it simple.

The graphics are very quickly and skilfully drawn. It's nice to see pictures which,
for a change, seem to be drawn by somebody who actually has a bit of artistic ability:
The atmosphere of the adventure is very nicely complemented by each graphic and it
is obvious that a lot of thought has gone into how and where the game is to be
illustrated. The result being that the pictures form an integral part of the game,
instead of seeming to be tacked on as an afterthought (as in too many other
adventures).

0.K.: So, the guys at Bandit obviously know their way around the Quill and its
associated utilities ... but what about the game??.

As you stand in the old library, you know nothing at all about what's going on.
But, being a fairly intrepid sort, you set out to explore the terrain anyway. Before
long, you will probably take upon yourself the task of returning a certain
something to a certain somebody ... well, it gives you something practical to do as

yoo roam about the countryside, doesn't it? After that though, you may be a little
perplexed as to what happens next ... I certainly was. However, if you have
examined everything carefully, and you apply a little thought, you may be able to
solve the riddle of the Standing Stones ... and that will open up a whole new area
of the adventure to you. Indeed, it should, if you can overcome a few more obstacles,
lead you to a meeting with a diminutive wizard who will, if you get on his right
side, explain to you the hows and wherefores of your arrival in this strange land.
Best of all ... he'll tell you how you can get home again. After that, there's just
one more problem to solve and Part Ome is successfully concluded.

Without giving too much away, your task in Part Two is to get yourself and the
wizard and a few other objects safely to the wizards castle before dusk begins to
fall. As you may have surmised, there is a time limit on this part of the game, and
failure to gain the castle in the period allowed will bring the game to a premature
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end. The wizard reminds you at fairly frequent intervals as to how much time has
passed ... and the feeling of racing against the clock comes over quite well. As
you would expect, finding and gaining entry to the wizards castle is not going to
be a piece of cake ... especially as the whole ares between you and it seems to be
occupied by hordes of violently hostile Lizardmen ... and then, there are the
other objects you need to find along the way ... and a host of natural obstacles
to be overcome.

The puzzles are many and varied. Some are fairly obvious ... others are much more
difficult ... and some are downright smeaky.. I wonder, for instance, how many
people will manage to find the idol concealed in the desert plains without help?
Not many, I'll wager. However, all the solutions are logical and fair and, at
times, imaginatively original.
In short, this is a lovely game. It has been skilfully created and beautifully
crafted. The care and attention invested by the writers shows that they not only
have respect for their product and for themselves (as producers), but that they
also have respect for you ... the player and customer. An attitude which some other
(supposedly more professional) software houses would do well to emulate. How much
longer will it be I wonder, before the "experts" finally discover what the rest of
us already know ... that the best adventures are being produced by small independent
writers, often with the aid of utilities, and sold by mail order??.. Ome day,
perhaps, they shall see the light.
However, don't hold your breathe waiting! Instead, start playing this remarkable
little gem of a game and savour its delights for yourself. It is a very worthy
first product by anybodys standards, and it deserves to be a great success. I only
hope that somewhere in the darkest depths of Welsh Wales, the Bandit boys are
busy creating much more of the same kind of thing. I can hardly wait to get a look
at it.. And soon, please.

Reviewer - Jim O'Keeffe - Spectrum

BANDIT VIDEO GAMES, 1 Glammorfydd House, Cwmgarw Road, Rhosamman, Ammanford, SA18 1DP.
EHFLAR EES RAF ERO READER RAN FEED EHP HR AAA SABRE ERR SE SHB RHR SF SEDER RAE HRD

JOURMEY TO THE CEWTKE OF EDDIE SMITHS HERD
HIMTz Ba Jackie Holt

knock three times inside room 186

Withdraw the cash to buy the condenser,
Push the Pain button.

Full Eddies heart strings,
SHA EBRIARGER PEFR RS FHI SHA IRAEES FRE PER EHR PHA DASARI REP HREAS PES RFR AHHH A

JEWELL OF EBAEYLOM — HIMTE bw Jackies Holt,
Lan £ Fazz the natives” — throw them 3 watch,
Throw the kes and the match at the crocodile.

To cross the pit Hou need 3 Flank,
Can't open the rock door” ~ Insert the rod.

BARA SEG ERI ER ARS RER ERS ARH A FA NEARS RAS CHF EER IRF H ER SHAPES PFE RISO AAA 4



Rabbitang Or Pete Gerrard

Kabbiting Op ...
There is always a danger in knowing such characters as Strombrigner the Grey andDimii Gloing. & cheerfully haphazard wizard and a legendary dwarf{ of immensethirst are not always the ideal companions, exciting and entertaining though theirpresence can sometimes be ...

I was enjoying a quiet game of pool with Sandra Sharkey, a rapidly rising star inthe adventure firmament, in the calm backwaters of a pub known as The Venture. The
morning had been spent in working out some bizarre puzzies for our latest adventure
game, and now was the time for relaxation. I was stretching over the table for adifficult long red into the bottom corner, when suddenly the cue moved of its ownvolition and smashed the ball directly into the pocket, sending the white ball
careering arounc the table until it ended up in perfect position for the mext shot.I gasped in astonishment, and then realised what had happened when a chucklingvoice announced “Grand shot, Master Peter, grand shot” It was, of course,Strombrigner the Grey.

1 stood back from the table and shook hands with the wizard, noting with some
amazement that Dimli Gloing was not by his side. "Where's Dimli?" 1 asked with
some haste, but Strombrigner's face reassured me and he merely made a friendlygesture towards the bar. "A pint of foaming ale might make the tale easier in thetelling” he said, and after whispering something in Sandra's ear he went and satdown at a nearby table. I purchased the wizard's drink and set about my nexi shot.I rolled the white gently towards the red, which reacted by moving towaras thedesired pocket. On the very lip, on the brimk of dropping im, it stopped, and
although T would not testify to it in court } could have sworn that 1 saw Bandraand the wizard exchange a smile.

After that miss of mine it was a simple matter for Sandra to clear up and win the
game, and with what can only be described as a satisfied smirk on her face she went
and sal down beside Strombrigper. Reluctantly, 1 foliowed.

"Well?" asked Sandra, agog, "where is he then?
The: wizard reclined back in his seat, absertmindedly took one of my cigarettes andstuffed the tobacco intu the bow! of his pipe. and allowed a smile to creep onto hisface ac the smoke whiried into the air. He drew deeply. "Wales" he said, at length,"a place called Llandudno.”

"Wales? 1 asked hin, ignoring the puzzled frown that had appeared on Sandra's face.“What's be doing in Vales?

"Llandudno," interrupted Sandra, frown disappearing, "is where Kandy lives.”
"Kanay? Oh, Kandv Rodrigues you mean.” Recoguition dawned.

The wizard had foliowed thie exchangs in eilence, but now he spoke. "IL gpoearehat we bave a Bulual acquaintance” he said. "Yew, Dimli 1ushoc up to moe th
morning, mutterec something abou! a hauntec horse troup in Llandudno, ana thenVauiibed. Heavel only Knows Low he was fuiny lu gel there, bul he insiclec thatcontact you and, wbeu you have finished your drink Kacter Peter. we are to join him

1
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As soon as possible, if you please.”

"he as well? asked Sandra, eyes widening in anticipation. ad
"Baturally” said the wizard, "he particularly specified that you should accompany us.
That is why 1 came here.
"Oooh..." breathed Sandra, not taking her eyes off the wizard as she reached for her
drink and, in a single swallow, drained the glass. "Come on” she said to me, "hurry
up." .

1 sighed deeply. Events were, ac ever, rushing anead of me, but there was little
that I could do about it. I finished my drink, Strombrigner did the same to his,
apd we stood up. "Er, bow are we going to get there? I asked.

The wizard gave me a haughty stare. "Pah! he exclaimed, "1 am a wizard."

As if that explained everything! We walked out of the pub and, instead of following
the path that lead towards the road, turned left and disappearec around & corner.
¥e stood next tu a high bricr wall, and from inside his voluminous cloak
Strombrigner produced a rather battered scroll. He handed it to Sandra, saying
"hold this about two feet away, so. There, thank you. Bow, keep very quiet.”

Sandra and 1 exchanged a pervous glance. Vhat was happening? trombrigner
intercepted the glance. “Location spell” ne snapped testily, "pothing cGifiicu.t. Kow
shut up!” Ve shui up.

The wizard chanted in a low voice, a small wind began to swirl tne leaves arounc
our feel into a miniature torpado, and thes everything vanished! Seconds later it
reappesred again, and [ clutched at my stomach. 1 felt ac if 1 had just travelled
downwards in a lift that was much too fast for comfort. 1 glanced around, somewhat
bewildered atl hearing the roar of traffic, and realised thst we were in the right
hand lane of what looked suspiciously like a motorway. A mutterec exclamation
escapec Strombrigner's lips, then he began to chant very quickly. A lorry of
immense size was bearing down on us, but in the instant before it hit us the world
vanished once again. Ry stomach groaped its disapproval before the woric came back
into view once more. Ve were standing on a pavement beside a station.

"Hmm, some of those runes are rather difficult to decipber” mumbled the wizard,
taking the ecroil from Sandra's grasp and depositing it back inside bis cloak.

"Where are we now?’ 1 asked, hoping that tbe contents of my stomach woulc remain
where they were. At present, they showed little sign of doing so.

"Llandudno of course! proclaimed Strombrigner, pointing dramatically towarde a sign
on one of the station platforme.

"Super duper brill" was all we could get out of Sandra.

The wizard began walking rapidly away from the station, anc with littie else to do
we followed him Sandra's, expression showed that she was stil: in a state of shck.
I was 6tili in a state of distincl Queasiness.

¥o proceeded fer some time, first down this street, then down that, untii eventually
©
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we arrived in a more open ares. There, by the side of the road, was a horse trough.Bext to it stood a woman that neitber Sandra nor 1 recognized, but next to her wasthe unmistakable figure of Dimli Gloing. Curiously enough, standing beside Dimli
wat, a small white rabbit. 1 knew that today was not going to follow ite normal
course of events when the rabbit fixed two bright eyes on Strombrigner and spoke.

"Yell, Stwombwigner, you have awwived at last” it said in a curious high pitchedvoice. The world, it appeared, had finally gone completely amd utterly mad.

"Hy liege” returned Strombrigner, bowing low, although the tone of his voice beliedboth words and action. Dimli merely grunted. “What bringest thou to -"

“Stwombwigner, shut up.” The rabbit was clearly in nc mood for fancy small talkfrom wizards, and turned to Sandra and myself. "lI am Vindbweaker's Wabbit” itcontinued in a grand voice, "emissawy to the gweat leader of all the wizards. Ve
have a pwoblem. This twough is haunted by an unknown ghost, spiwit, or appawition.You, Stwombwigner, must see that thie wuffian fwom another plane is banished fwamthe wealm. Kandy Vodwigues bwought the matter to my attention, we have much to be
gwateful for." The rabbit twitched hic whiskers.

"I's true.” The woman spoke for the first time, in a delightful lilting Velsh
accent. "I'm Mandy by the way.” Ve exchanged greetings and she explained in a
calm, matter-of-fact way, how she had been walking home with ber husband late one
night and had seen the most extraordinary shape bubbling up from the trough. "Like
a, @, a living waterfall, with a face, and everything."
i wae. 1 suppose, in something of a state of shock, and merely accepted thisstatement. 1 wouldn't have been at all surprised if, oh, I don't know, if the rabbitcould reac my mind. "I cap wead it vewy well, thank you" came an aiready familiar
sounding high pitched voice. I groaned, and Mandy continued.

They had run home, and there, waiting on their doorstep, was the small white rabbit."i! Was seeing a iwiend” interjected the rabbit in an embarrassed sori of way. "We
often, you know, do the paw stomping thing. You know.”

It transpired that the rabbit had read Mandy's minc and had determined that this
Slrange apparition was not the sort of thing that one wanted to see in modern dayEngland. He bad passed the alarm op to Dimli (his powers did pot extend to
wizarde, it seemed), and the res! we knew. The probler remained: how to get rid ofthe apparition? The rabbit turne¢ to Strombrigner.
"Vindbweaker sets gweat faith in you, Stwombwigner, he alobe knows, why. You will
wemove this wogue {wom this gween and pleasant lanc, by midnight tonight, or itwill not look good in the lana where wizards lurk. 1 will weturn at midnight.”
Vith that the rabbit turned on his paw and, after two guick stomps on the ground,sbol off ints the distasce. We heard a quiet, bul distinct, "twa la la la la,” anctoes be wae lost {rom view. There wa: nothing to do olber than wait.
Ve waited

It grew dark, and a distinct chill fillec the air ac we walked towards the Trough.
Randy had been a most Charming hostess throughout the aflernoon anc eariy evening,inviting ue to ber house after the rabbit's abrupt depisrture, but now it waco timc
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for action. I shivered as we reached the trough and looked at it, as if it alone
were responsible for the strange situation that we found ourselves in.

It was Strombrigner who spoke first. "I propose that we do nothing other than
wait. Let us give the enemy chance to show himsell, and then we can act.”

"Oooh, isn't 1t exciting?! exclaimed Sandra.

"Does this often happen when you go for a drink with Pete? Nandy asked.

“Boring” came a dwarvish grunt. | had notec that Dimli was standing by Sandra's
side. She had once told me that the dwar{ bad sent her a postcard or two from his
travels in exotic climates. Adventurers develop the strangest friendships.

"Hush! An urgent whisper from the wizard brought me back to my senses, and we all
instantly raced to hide behind a nearby bench. Peeping over the top of it, 1 could
see that the waters of the trough were beginning to steam and bubble, as if they
were being raised to a great temperature. Presently the water wae rising in vast
clouds above the trough, each cloud a different shape, a unicorn first, then an
archer, followed by other, unrecognizable, images.

As we watched the rabbit came racing in from nowbere and joined our group, Dow
crouched down in our (to my mind’ very oper hiding place. "Vell, Stwombwigner,
what, if anything, are you doing?’ He hac a flushed face, that rabbit. Hust have
been running far. He snuggled up close to Mandy, sensing that she liked him. She
began Lo stroke his fur and he closed his eyes blissfully.

"Shhh! Unce again the wizard demanded silence. he was cieariy counting, and when
be reached the number thirteen be leapt up from behind the bench and spoke in a
voice like thunder. "Begone, fou! spirit, begone from this land. ¥ith your
banishment these waters will be troubled no more.” He rambled on for a mite lounger
in a voice so quiet that we coulan’t hear him, as he was prope to do in moments of
danger and excitement, and eventually, after several minutes during which tone
thirteenth image had hovered uncertainly in mid-air, it squealed in terror and was
gone.

"You will have no more trouble now, 1 fancy,” said Strombrigner, preening himself.

"What did you do™ demanded Sandra.

"Why did it squeal like that?’ Mandy wanted to know.

Strombrigner smiled, and somehow I sensed that I was not going to like what was
coming. "1 explained the reason for the troubles to it, and it weni. Simple.”

"But what dia you say?’ | askea him.

It was no use hurrying him, he took bie time, as aiwave. "You saw ihe way ibe
walers boijec anc bubbled. You saw that a greal many spirits, spectres, ghosts and
appar itione came oul of the trough. I pointec this oul ww the thirteenth one.” go &F

Av 7
“¥uAl Div YOU SAY?! we ail screamed at Lim, except Uiml., who simply gruntec.
” 'l said, quite simply, that too many spooks boil the trougn!"

#%



SOREN SAHHEHE AERA HHMI EE HHMd Me EMEEl MEee
ONE DARE WIGHT...

®3 Ar adventure by Faul Brunvee for 48K Spectrums.

HEHE

Speeding through unfamiliar surroundings on lonely, endless lanes and
deceptive, dangerous bends, your car strikes a hish verge and after a
Jarrine imPact with a series of pot holes rolls to & halt at thestart of a eravel drive. You try turning the keys again and 4a9ain,
but to no avail. Re=zigning vourself to this, sou Peer outside the
car and ses only the Sravelled drive and dense foliage. Having lost
Your way many miles earlier, this is the first sign of habitation vou
have seen. Sitting somewhat cold and miserable with sour ComPanion,
you discuss the Possibilities of finding help at the end of the
drive, wherever it may lead...
Within "One Dark Nisht..." vou choose which of the two characters in
the car wou wish to Plas, Thus, you may Play a male or female role,
This decision then affects certain situations within the
adventure, co. .

Also featured are - flexible sentence Farsing, character interaction
and challenging and original Problems.

"One Dark Nisht,." is available for £3.68 from Paul Brunvee,
36 Gunsill Lane, Rnstew, Leicester. LEY PAG.

Wb HERAREARAB REEARRaNHR A EOE

0 : ] +*

A stunning new SraPhical adventure for Spectrum. Two Part Same, BB+
locations, 170+ system mezsade:z Plus much more!

EFROM SAYS: oo"Thie game rePresents 9ocd value and looks very Promising.”

X This adventure costs Just £2.97 and is available from:

ERIC STEWART. 18 Vatisker, Back, Isle of Lewis. PA 86 DJS

BORA AAOAAERORR EAA AOR AAR REAR RE
GEEMLINS HINTS - by G.L.Wheeler,

To get Stripe out of the Mail Box - LIGHT FLASH, INSERT FLASH.

To disable Snow Plough - Get welding @ear from Pit in Station. OPEM

VALYE, LIGHT TORCH, WELD PLOUGH.

To open locked room in Store - Go to roof, DROF GIZMO.

To frighten Gremline - Get camera from behind bar in Pub, PRESS
BUTTON.

To rePair vents in Store - CUT (Mails BOX with welding oear, GET
PLATES, at store WELD PLATES,



EN wd LETTERS sd ©Thanks tor the March issue of Probe. I wes Pleased (or was [J that at
last my wame did see the light of das 1n sour mavazine, but was
disappointed with the review it got. Hence I have written in defence
of my own game and to fully e@xPress my views.

Firstls,l accePt the comments that Mr. UU 'Kestfe made, and resbect
them, and admit that when the 9ame was forwarded to Probe there were
3 lot of m99ling errors. However the Jame was forwarded for review
17 November and since then a great number of iImProvements and
alterations have been made to the ame. FH lot of what Jim wanted to
see 90, has Jone, with a lot of other thins. I did hobPe the Same
would have been reviewed in the January issue and [I could use the
constructive criticism to wood effect betore selling the wame. AR

Polished uP version was torwarded to EProm and 1t was well received
there and recommended, @9iving details, that 1t make Sood use of a
number of features. A%ain [ used the constructive criticism to
1mProve the wame and sent 1t to Your Sinclair, Shortly after that,
Mike Gerrard rePlied saving he tound the game interesting and
evsovable, but as it was a mail order 9ame and there was so little
space 1n the magazine he felt he couldn't review it. Asain from him
came some more constructive criticism, | then advertised in Sinclair
User which brought an immediate resPonse from a softwire house who
wished to look at the 9ame with a view to Publication.
Duly I sent this and within a week I 9ot a telerhone call from the
company informing me they wished to Publish the game. which they
tound to be of a good budeet standard, sc at Present they are working
on loading screens, inlay cards etc... and the same is intended to be
released around Maw 1588.

This I am exceftionally Pleased about. So sou can see, Probe are
behind with their review of the Same, therefore vou will sather it is
not at all wb to date. Please, Please don't take this as a criticism
of Probe ... It 1s not. Actually I tind Frobe's reviews to be of an
excellent standard. All I wanted to do was to make it clear to both
Jim and the readers that the same he Flased and reviewed is not tre
current version available. He also failed to mention that there is a
£15 prize competition with the Same (Closing date 31.4.88..
Over the last month quite a number of Probe readers bought the Same
so mavbe 1t would be worth hearing their views on the Same, Hrart
from this I enJowed Probe extremely this month - kee uP the Sood
work .

ERIC STEWART, 18 Yatisker, Back, Isle Of Lewis, PHBE (JS.

(I am 8lad to hear of sour success Eric and wish wou well, I would
point out however, that Jim could only wive his ofinions on the vame
he had before him. If sou had written to Probe and informed them of
the chanwes that vou had made or sent in & revised coPy then Lhe
reviewer would have had the ubPdated version to work OM......flands >pt meme == pe



1 ordered LEGEND OF CRRLDON“S CREEK, before I had seen Jim 0U‘keeffe’s
review, Well, one man’s meat etc... 50 althoush I endow Jim's
writings, I will try to keer an oben mind until I have seen the Same
tor meself. Answay, if it is a dud game, my attitude is "some wou
wiv, some you lose" and as I buy all the ‘“home-sPun” Games I everhear of, this may be one I lose. But, what the heck! It's only £2.99
and 1 have won lots! All of Jack Lockerby’'s eames, all of Tartan
Softwares, all of John Wilson's. both of Zodiac Software, both of
Marlin Games, both of Precision Games. These were all vers good value
- well devised, bue free, vers Plavable and well worth buying.
All of these are "home-sPun". but they have all the attributes of
Professionally Produced. much more expensive 9amas. Jack |ockerby sMATCHMAKER in Particular delighted me, as did Tartan’s DOUBLE AGENT.
which as you saw, is different and very enJiovaible. Precision Games
EXTRICATOR and ENERGEM ENIGMA kePt me out of mischief for weeks!
I have only Just tried a Marlin Games Production, JADE STONE, which I
enJoved $0 much that I immediately sent for the second, CLOUD 99
which has an entirely novel theme, that of Jack Frost messing about
with the weather! Both of these SYames are currently exercising my
brain and I must recommend them hishiy. Also I must add that, if sent
an S08 and a stambed envelore, Linda Wright of Marlin Games will send
2 clue by return of Post, which has to be another Plus!
Last words - the resPonse to Fat’'s "home-work" must have been most
disaPPointing for her, and surprised me very much. I'm sure I'm not
the only Person who has GAC or QUILL doin® nothing because the way
they work is not easily understandable. Well, I suppose I COULD be
the only really thicko idiot who reads PROBE, but actually I have
always thousht I was reasonably intelligent, and I couldn't fissure
out what to do with flags, conditions, event tables and 80 on, sc I
was delishted to see the first of Fat’'s articles on how to use theutilities. KeeP it up Pat = I shall await sour next lesson with eageranticipation!
JUNE ROWE, 46 Hurdon Way, Launceston, PL1S SHX.

SCOTT ADAMS SCUOPS from ADVENTURE SOFT (The Spectrum version) has
Jone hedderless, so Lf you want to transfer to micro-drive or
whatever you need the starting address and length of code, in each
case the start address is £4576 and the length is 17684, save off a
header using the above fisures (or use & header creator’ load it back
in using the following: CLEAR 24575:LOUAD""CODE resave to your drive.
A short Prosram to wet it running (Alter to suit your drive).

18 CLEAR 24573
28 LORD "" CODE
306 RANDOMIZE USER 24576

In case of difficulties dro me a line.
WALTER PUCLEY. Flat 1, 46 Exeter Road, Bootle, Liverpool, L20 7BL.

0020000 OE00 00300 0060 0 01000 0050500000200006 3000 6000500lta7



Thanks for Vol Il Issue 3. I lowed 1t. 1 drafted out a lony letterto send wou but have lost it - the house is 1n utter confusion since
my wife's been in hospital for the Past month (wes sericus but
getting much better.) FAnvuwas., I was commenting on Pete's article
INTERACTIVE FACTION, and his writing in 9eneral and think I ended up
with a comment like - Hopefully, we ll soon see a story about Dimli‘s
brother “Boldli Gloin$ where no one has 9lowed before’.
Une 9reat thins about the masazine is the sense of comaraderie,
everyone's so willing to help their fellow adventurers = you'll
always have a loval readershiP because of that. I had a Phone callcut of the blue {rom HAndrew Wright of Wrightsoft concerning an
adventure and we habfPily chatted on for several minutes about
adventure - related matters.
Such unexpected Pleasures make one feel Privileged to be Part of the
adventuring fraternity. I wish [ could say the same about Nick
Walkland's “The Return Of The Orcs-bane" which I ordered over three
weeks a90 and to this day haven't seen. Have other readers had this
problem with adventure masazines? [I should have Just stuck with
Probe, which I can alwaws rely uPon.

NEIL TALBOT 31 Chadcote Way, Catshill, Bromsgrove, Worcs BS! 0JU.

(Sorry You have had Problems in wetting sour order Neil, it is veryfrustrating to send off an order and to be met with complete silence.
50 sorry to hear that your wife has been so ill - Please five her our
very best Wwishe®.....00. Mandy,

I have received my order from Incentive. Their service is firstclass. Which 1s more than I can say for another outfit calling itself"Budeetsoft". This comkany advertises every month in Amstrad Actiomn.
I sent them an order for various 9ames in early December. 1 received
a part delivery at the end of January after sending them & stiffletter, I also received a credit note with a new list of Sames Isthe ones I had ordered were out of stock. So I resubmitted an order
to them only to receive. in mid-February vet another credit note asthe items I had ordered were revretably...... By now I was Pretty fed
ups so 1 returned aforementioned credit note on the 15th February and
to this day I have heard not a lot and seen even less. Rdventure
Frobe Readers beware!
Can I draw wour attention to wour editorial in issue 37 Now even I as
only a novice and fairly new recruit knows that the "Great Mistress
of Wigan" must be obaved in all things but I think wou should have
directed your tirade at those awful Spectrum owners. Hs a humble
Arnold user, Tom Frost does nothing for me and until he does he don’t
get my money !

Please ask Fete Uerrard to keeP on suPPlying stories dbout
Strombr-isner & Co. They're terrific! Finally, in my last letter I
enduired if "Castle Of Eagles" was fit to be used on an Amstrad 6128
but wour refly fell off the bottom of the letter! Any idea?
R. A. ADAMS, Bl Uplands, Welwwn Garden City, Herts, RLB 7EH.

(bandra sends her aPologies for the bit that fell off the bottom of
the letter. Castle of Eavles is available for the 464 only I'm
afraidecessess Mands,



sap I N—TOUCH Hci
Brand new, still in box! "Spectrum Ramfrint and Cable". Includes
Wordprocessor on ChiP. Can be used with other Spectrum
Wordrrocessors = £25. For further details rind Dicon Peeke 0407
730881.

Eo mmm rma ——

AMSTRAD SOFTWARE FOR SALE (TAPE)

Mountains of Ket/ToP Secret, Lords Of Time, Snowball, Emerald Isle.
Worm in Paradise, Red Moon, Aftershock, HNovasHaunted House, Winter
Wonderland - all at £3.00 each.

Mordon’s Guest, Never Endin® Story ~ £2.50 each.

Electric Music Utility, Music Box, GRC, Laser Basic, Mini-Office [1
£8.00 each.

Melbourne Draw = £6.00.
Azimuth Head Alignment Tare (Unused) - £3.50.

Protext - £10.00.

Write to LON HOULSTON, 3 Pritchett Drive, Littleover, Derbw, DE3 7HRX.0EA00E6006000 0200000000006006A
seca HEL FPF WANTED Wid

Can anvone Please helP me out? 1 have been Plaving JACK THE RIPPER
and I am stuck with the following Problem:

After shaving etc. and escabing wia the window, vou eventually
arrive in a street. After settin¥g in the cab 1 cannot wet the cab to
move on. Everytime I instruct the driver to move on [ eet the
driver's response “Wassat Guv’ — very Cockney ~~ East End twpPe of
ANBWEY

ALEC MACKIE, 31 Listowel Road, Dagenham, Essex, RMIO 7GL.

00ED0000 00 6060 000000066aeRf
GAMES FOR SALE

PRUL SAWYER has the following eames to sell:
Back To Reality - £1.00.
Nonterradueous - £1.00.

Write to Paul at 57 Everard Street, Barry, South Glamorgan. CFE 6PX.

0ES SA Aa2600 0 0000000 0006 200000ClAHOR
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Wie READERS CONTRIBUTION: sk
BEES ISCSREESE EERIE S

Contributions from readers are most welcome for all sections of the
magirine, indeed, where would Rdventure Probe be without them! It
would be very helpful if vour contributions could be typed if at
all possible or neatls Printed on A4 paper leaving a 1 inch marvin

Pdat either side and a 2 inch margin at the tof and bottom.

Reviews are also very welcome from readers but Please check first
to make sure thal wobody else has sent in & review of the same
Same.

Contributions are ALWAYS needed for each section of the magazine,
Please use sebParabte pieces of Parer and specify which section sou
have written for.
If wou do write in to Adventure Probe then it will be assumed that
youl wish wour letter to be featured in the Letters Passe of the
magazine. Please sPecify if the letter is not for Publication.
As the ma9azine will be sent from Wigan it will wo lonser be
possible for the Editor to enclose replies to your letters with the
magazine, so if a vou would like a refly to wour letter, Please
don't forget to enclose a stamped addressed envelobe as the Postale
bill is getting rather laroe.
Everyone who contributes to "Frobe' @ets their name in the Hall Of
Fame as a thank wou for taking the time and trouble to help fellow
adventurers.
1f you remember, Readers kindly started a Bedinnsrs Section some
time a%o, Contributions are also needed for this. The bedinners are
still out there and thes would be sc grateful if vou would share
your hints and tires and methods for solving adventures with them.

Please don't foreet to Put sour name and make of comfuter on all
contributions.
If wou would like your own adventures FPlavtested this can be
arranged through Probe. Keaders who offer this service do so
voluntarils and return Postases can be costly so Please ensure that
wou enclose sufficient to cover the Postage from Probe to the
Flastester and return Fostave to yourselves,
When sending in vour adventures for review Please make sure that
wou enclose a full solution and mak. If a reviewer gets stuck and
cannot continue with the adventure then wou will either et a
partial review and the reviewer cannot comment on some Particularly
skecial part of vour adventure or there could be & delay in Setting
the review Published in the magazine.

Finally, if You have ans sugdestions or ideas about what sou would
like to see included in "Probe then Please let me know. Perhaps
vou would like to ses a regular Fuzzile Fame or Golden Oldies
section. Flease remember that thiz is YOUR madazine so we rely on
feedback from $ou to 9ive You exactly what vou want to read,

FEEERAEAR AEE AE AL AAS RR RAE AR RAF SRF EF EASA A REE ARL REE AERP ARE AR A AEARA SA
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Nhs CRYPTIC DITTIES #W#

by John R. Barnsley

PLRY IT RGRIN SAM EXCALIBUR
(M.A. LU. Games» (Alterwative Software)
When wou're tied ur in a chair, When Crania casts a sbell your way,The remedy ¢ hard to see, The answer 1s in reflection.The Parser isn’t being fair, Use light and sword in such a way.Only CUT BONDS BLALE will get That it oes back ivi her direction!you free!

DRAGONSCRYPT CROWH OF RAMHOTEF
(Venom Qames) (Tartan Software’
To eet the salt from waterfall, To raise some money for wour Quest,First axe the creature,and it Show the scroll to eet & chain,will fall, Inventory shows the amulet tied,Get the bread and ®ive to bird, 50 thread the string and flog theTher 80 to the water and sav chain!the word!

BOOK OF THE DERD PLUNDERED HEARTS
(CRLAEssential Muth) (Infocom)
The Ibis bird has ankh and Wait and examine till Crully

more, Arr 1IVES,
To get it, lift some weight The Falcon will soon helfP soubefore, set out,Leading the mangonel with Read of his missive and agreea rock. to his terms.And firing that boulder when Then wou're uP on the deck andhes over the loch! the Same oPeéns out

PARADISE CONNECTION GNOME RANGER
(Birdseed Software) Level 9
The Painting hides a safe I Ingrids rainbow brings sou toknow. a halt,But. orening it will alarm, Give NumPh shovel to earn her salt,Use the blanket on the window, Say 90 east and dig then wait fourThe darkness will disarm! or five,She's found wou a crock and the

‘Le’ will arrive!

BEERS A HROR AMAA AT AR HAODI BHAA AAR ARRI AAI AANAAAR
A DEFINITION OF ADVENTURING - Bob Weeks

Adventuring 1s ... Hair Pulling, Frustration, Stomach churning,Illogical, Fuzzeling. Sometimes StuPid ... But 3lways a 9reat was tosbend time!!!
1



Meine FUZZEE PHGE sd
CILUE MATCHING - Joan Pancott.

Teat wour adventure knowledge and see 1f you can decide which clues
match up with the adventures.
ADVENTURES HARE:

A CLASSIC ADVEHTURE. F DUMGEON HDYENTURE.
k EMERALD ISLE. 5 HEROES OF KARN.
C RED MOOK. H JEWEL> OF BABYLON.
U MESSAGE FROM ANDROMEDH. J RETURN TO EDEN.
E S0ULS OF DAKKON. K WARLORD.

CLUES FARE:

1 SLEEP IN THE CRVE. 6 WAYE THE WAND AT THE CHASM.
¢ WEAR THE CLOAK FOR THE FIRE. 7? THE SECOND ROD EXPLODES.
2 INSERT THE FOST TU OFEN. 8 WAVE THE STAFF FOR THE SKELETONS.
4 TURN THE SPHERE. 3 MOVE THE STONE WITH THE CROWBAR.
5 WAVE THE FAM FOR THE DRAGONS. 18 POISON THE COOK WITH THE MUSHROOM.

ADVENTURE] RA B C b E F G H J K

CLUE

Answers will be Printed in next months 1ssue,
rope mm

WORD SEARCH ~ Compiled by Doreen Bardon.
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ASHKERON
BULEBO
DRACULA
EL DORADO
EUREKA
EARTHBOUND
HOBBIT
IMAGINATION \INFERNO

LIFEBOAT
MORON
111 NDBENDER
MINDSHADOW
SHIPWRECK
SNOWBALL
SURVIVAL
SPOOF
THE HELM
TRAIL
WYCHWOOD
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Blxs BUS HND MORE BUGS by Alan LePhillaps
BOOK OF THE DEAD - Spectrum version

In Part two don't shout in certain Places or the Same will crash,Also, where the four Piecez of machinery are, near the end of the@3me, don’t 90 back south to the Bridge (Toll) or wou will get a RoomError and the ame crashes.
Alao near the end make sure vou only 1nPut directions that are in thetext or sou will also get a Room Error and tie Same crashes.
Ar oldie nowt LoL,

AN TEMPLE TERROR

When the door closes on wou where the forcefield and the elixer are,don’t unlock the door with the key or the 9ame Soes into basic. If itdoes then Just LtybPe RUN.

Flso, You start off as Archie but when the ending comes uF ARCHIEthanks vou. 1 found this silly so Press BREAK, LIST S895, EDIT thenchange ARCHIE for YUUR DAUGHTER JANE. The endin® sounds a lot betterthen!
FERRE EEE RAARRANAAAS AAABIRR NAAR AAA TIAA AMAIA AA RIN AAO

THE PRWN - ADDITIONAL HINTS DEVISED BY CHRIS HESTER,

WHERE 1S THE PRISM? WHERE 1S THE TERPOT?

ar Try the ice Lower. a) Near the carrot!bs BEsPecially the store room. bs Try the kitchen stove andCJ Especially the table. the worktop,
WHERE IS THE CRRRUT? WHAT DO THE ALCHEMISTS REALLY DO%

3) Near the teapot. 3) Look in the flasks.
WHERE 18 THE ROSE?

a} H Palace Sardener might know.

WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH THE CARROT, THE TEAFOT. THE ROSE AND THE PRISM?
AJ Let me know when wou find out!

HRA AANA AAA SAH AAAI SAARI AIHA IAA AA AAA ANA AHA ARR
DEFINITION OF A STUCK ADYENTURER’S GULLIBILITY

Reading a hint in a glossy magazine for the removal of the Boulder inThe Pawn - believing it - and skending half an hour trying differentwaxss of inbutting "Insert bis toe under boulder and lob boulder intothe air"!
Mandy

HEHEHE AA ACAAAAAA AACN IRAAAOA BNR HAAMAHAR23
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WHAT MAKES A GOOD ADVENTURE
by Fete Simpson

36 363 36 3 36 3 3 3 3III3 HII 36 36 I 36 30 FE 3 30330 3I 36 36 336II IE IE 3 IE III IE 3396 3 IE IEIE We 36I 96 IE 36 36 3 3 A 9 B36 HHH

Judging by all the rave reviews ‘The Fawn’ has got, 1 feel I must be
in the minority in knowing what is a good adventure because I could
not get "involved’ with it at all.
After managing a couple of easier adventures, then a couple of Level
9 (okay with a little bit of help), I thought I was ready for the big
time so 1 splashed out on "The Pawn’.

True it has got excellent graphics, a great text and parser, but itdoes nothing for me. Possibly I was expecting too much. It's a bitillogical in parts — I don’t know if repotting the plant has anysignificance later in the game, but if it has ....). It has well
known bugs, and it gets a bit boring having to type Inventory and
Examine in full every time.
I don't expect it to be easy, at that price one doesn 't want toc solveit in one sitting, but there's certainly no initial ‘grab factor’ for
me. I'm not saying it’s a bad game, and I'll persevere at the price.
I know these are small moans but moans nevertheless.
Just the opposite at £2.99 was “Nythyhel". Simple graphics and text
as opposed to the "Pawn" but it was warm and cosy and pitched at the
right difficulty level for me. 1 spent many a happy hour over
Christmas with an ever dwindling supply of ale. That's what I call a
good adventure. Technical excellence is not enough.
I was looking forward to an Infocom adventure but I think I'll beg or
borrow one first, just in case. Is there anyone else out there who
didn't like the Fawn?

33IHI 336I 36 36 36H HIE IIE IE I3I 36 IIII3HI IE 363 I 9 36H 30EEEEE3EEpT¢ ( ATALE OF KEROVNIA
.
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GRAND CHRISTMAS COMPD RESULTS (At last!)
363636 36 9 46 336 96 36 3 3 36 3 3 HE 369 3 96 336 369 HE 09 3 I IIE 363 FI 36 3 3 HFFA HF HH HH ER FFF H FRR RFRERTXE

Okay so 1 forgot' Thanks to Mandy for reserving this page for me in
her first issue of ‘Frobe’.
The following people will be receiving prizes for their entries:
PAUL BRUNYEE - Spectrum
Gnome: Yo' Santa, it's five minutes to Christmas and we've still got
these pressies to deliver.
Santa: No we haven't - that blasted pirate has just stolen them!

JACKIE HOLT - Spectrum
Yes, 1 know there's only five minutes left, but I'm still locked 1n
the Goblins Dungeon, waiting for Thorin.
BARRY TUDOR - Spectrum
Stop playing Winter Wonderland. You've got to check the reindeer ’'s

antifreeze, eat a ton of mince pies and drink fifty gallons of sherry
before six o'clock.
MARGO FORTEOUS — Spectrum A

Drop that sword, get on your sleigh — and kill the dragon on Boxing
Day!
Did you have to get lost in the maze on Christmas Eve?
You and your "I‘11 just see if it loads"!
DAVE BROWN — Amstrad
Oh no! When I said "Get loaded up,” 1 meant the sleigh not your
blooming MICRO!!!

RICHARD BATEY — Spectrum
Blame Jim O'Keeffe. Ever since his visit last year I can’t stop
playing the thing!
PAUL SAWYER - Amstrad
Hang about — I'm just waiting for Frodo and Strider to reappear.
LON HOULSTON — Amstrad
No sweat elf! I've already “saved” our bacon. 1711 just "restore" the
month of December toc start again.
BAREARA GIBE - BEC
Have 1 still got enough time to add a subscription to "Adventure
Frobe” to my Christmas present list?
Many thanks to everyone who tool the time and trouble to enter.
Frires should have been receivec by the time you read this.

Sandra

EERE EF RE ABER SEER NRHA SF RE RFE FFF EH EF ERR R EHF RF XRF ERB H BHR H RHR AFH FAS
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HERHOIOR HORE MEE HE AERAASMAA EINAAMNBSN
¥% MARLIN GAMES PRESENT 2 ADVENTURES FOR THE SPECTRUM:

¥% CLOUD 95 #% AND #% THE JADE STONE ## 2D
CLOUD 95: 2 wersions of this Same on one tabe (4Bk is text only: 128K
has graphics)’ a light-hearted adventure in which sou must explorethe Weather City of Cloud 99 and restore the weather!!!
THE JADE STOWE: Rescue wour fiance from the evil Mallumo: wour chanceto be & heroine! A 9ame with @raphics for 48K and 128k Spectrums, it
comes in two Parts, "..., consists of some clever Puzzles, and some
obscure ones ... lots of user—friendliness” GAMES MACHINE Feb 19€%.

* Price £2.95 each, or both for only £5.75: send cheque/P0 to: XxMARLIN GAMES, 19 Briar Close, Nailses. Bristol. BAY 10G now!

HEHEHE AOEIRAO AHMAR RR AOI AORoRBERRORRhE
#¥% ADVENTURES FOR COMMODORE AND SPECTRUM #ok¥

SPECTRUM 48k *
Tare 1. The challenge & Davy Jones Locker.

* Tere 2. Witch Hunt & The Cup,
; Tare 3. The Hammer of Grimmold & Mutant.

Tare 4. Realm of Darkness & Matchmaker.
Tare T. The Jade Necklace & Lifeboat. NN :

COMMODORE 64

Tare 1. The Hammer of Grimmold & Lifeboat.
Tare 2. Realm of Darkness & Mutant, XxTape 3. The Jade Necklace & Matchmaker,
Tare 4. Witch Hunt & The Cup.

Dizc 1. The Hammer of Grimmold -— Matchmaker - Mutant.
Disc 2. Lifeboat - The Challenge - The Jade Necklace.
Disc 3. Realm of Darkness — The Cup - Witch Hunt,

Each tare costs £2.50 and each disc £6.88, The adventures on discload in 1% seconds. Chedues/P0 ss to:
J. RA. Lockerby. 44 Hyde Place, Rylesham., Canterburd, Kent, CT2 3AL

HHAAAAA ARIA ARERR BREEN RAREREAD FERRERERR
ADVENTURE FOR SPECTRUM +

DOUBLE ARGENT costs Just £3.95 for which vou 9et a very originaladventure. a bows (just for fun) adventure, and the chance to win
£58 for the shortest correct solution accomkanied by map,

Chedues/Fostal Orders should be crossed and made Payable to T. Frost
and sent to:

TARTAN SOFTWARE, &1 Bailie Morrie Crescent, Montrose,Ansus.DDI0 SLT.

* Send SAE for details of other Tartan Adventures? 42



wei HEL FFL HINTS We
MAT LUCAS - Jackie Holt.

For the password at the eravestone listen to what the two characters
in the club are saying.
Order a drink.
Break 2 les to find a mar.

Rest. in a Pleasant cove.
Duck and the arrows miss You.

= === mmm
STAR WRECK ~ Jackie Holt.

To release the Krall smash the door in Engineering J.
Teleport to the @enerator then repair it.
In the hold smash the tank and release the beast.

WITCH HUNT - Jackie Holt.
Wave the wand inside the marquee and by the outline.
Throw the book at the vampire,

MATCH MAKER - Jackie Holt.
You need a frog to JumPthe chasm.

Can't climb the Path? = Throw the ball for the corgi.

WINTER WOHDERLAND ~- Linda Friend.
TO GET THE HANG GLIDER KIT

vou need the masszine, the Pen, the scissors and the stamp, Then CUT

MAGAZINE, FILL FORM, AFF1x STAMP. GIVE FORM (to Postman, not counter
clerk » The parcel will be delivered to sour hotel room.

po TT TTT TT TT TT ET FF1
TEN LITTLE INDIAN: ~ K.H.Raivbird.

Tie rope to gatehouse window to enter @rounds of the house.
[= 9=Z ofens the safe, but not in the house.

StamP foot on rotting floorboards.
27



STRANGE ODYSSEY - R.H.Rainbird.
Arm yourself from the besinning and set shovel.
Wear Srscesuit when reading shows atmosPhere harmful.

Shoot the boulder!
- =

MYSTERY FUNHOUSE - R.H.Rainbird.
To #et coin, stick chewing Sum to tree branch.

Full blue handle to set sien.
Pull ereen handle to Set tramFoline.
JumP on tramPoline after drofPpPing it in Pit.

FEASIBILITY EXPERIMENT ~ R.H.Rainbird.
Rocks and crevices can yield useful obiects.
Examine tree.
Down for a sword. then North for a Treasure.
The lamp needs a strip for a wick, & flint and some oil.

GOLDEN VOYAGE - R.H.Rainbird.
Always wear sandals when walking ashore.
Sailing Procedure:
Weigh anchor, set course, climb mast with telescore. look telescofe,
and if land sighted, down and droP anchor. If no land sishted, ur and
look telescobe.
Always make sure anchor has been droPPed before leaviny shi
otherwise it will not be there when wou return.

REBEL PLANET - Walter Pooles.
Inside the FArcadian Hotel, talk to the receptionist, he then
collapses, INJECT AMPOULE. ERM FIST, eet the disk wou find 1n his
fist, locate the COS-MOF and buy all that is on offer, locate the out
of order Visi-Fhone. IHMSERT DISk INTO PHONE. (the floor slides away
to reveal sewer cower, REMOYE COVER, (need the Diltractor, DOWH. The
route through the sewerz to the oPermin® SAW, Ny, NE, 8, {ire the
rope sun then climb, vou then meet the underground, the answer to
their question 1s SHROS.

BARES FREXFERRRES BERS EHRHH SR EAE SER RR RES BRED ERRAE AAR RAR RRA 24H
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apd FRECISION CORNER seks:
REBEL PLANET - Walter Pooley.

The Lite Kube lets wou carry more, to 9et things in and out:-
DROF .... INTO KUBE
GET ..... FROM KUBE

The laser sword will exflode if left on. -
ACTIVATE SWORD

DEACTIVATE SWORD

To get your equifment from the Velet:@ —

SAY"HELLO"TO VALET" The Quotes "" are imPortant.
To vse the dispenser —

INSERT CARD IMTOO DISPENSER

LUDOIDE ~ Robert Shirley.
The passwords

Part two = COLD = STORE (The @aP= are imfortant!>
Part three = DIODUL

Fart four = MINISUE

=== EEE emma = meme —-—

MATT LUCAS - Bryan Rowe.

Faulty Yending Machine = KICK MACHINE.

Carpet - RJLL CARPET.

Vase = UPTURH VHSE.,

Sate = SET DIAL TO «ves
The answer to the password 1s - OUT.

Joe's Place - KNOCk ON DOOK.

HFACHE GOLD - Linda Friend.
FEED HORSE. FLICK REINS SHOW HANDEAG (to crocodiles
PUT JEWEL IN SKULL, ENTER MINE PUSH BOULDER, PUSH HARD
EHTER CANOE, PRDULE (You need the thin branch.
REFHIR DISTILLER, MAKE MOUOMSHIHME (Need pPipe,corn, full bottle.
SERRA BRE KERDAEREA SHA FAA PARAS AHR AREA REA AR RAR REAR FARBR DAR ERR RARER
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Wei OBJECTS AND THEIR USES Mes
INHERITANCE - PANIC IN LAS YEGAS - Linda Friend.

URJECT GIVE TO

Iron ~ Woman.
Candelabra = Chinese Man.
Trumpet - Black Man.
Ring ~ Bald Man wearin® wing collar and bootlace tie.
Pen = Balm Man wearine ordinary collar and tie.
$86 ~ Man with squashed nose wearing hat.
Gun = Man witin turned uP collar wearing hat.
Torch - Man with Pencil behind his ear.
Cactus - Man with squashed nose and cauliflower ear.

CUSTERDS GUEST - Jackie Holt.
Key = Unlocks the chest.
Lamp = Light 1t to find the treasure
Treasure - Give it to the drason.
Hrmour ~ Wear 1t.
Loin - Give it to the Peasanis.
Orb ~ bror it by the Necromancer.
Bottle = Drank it to enter the rabbit warren.
Beer = Drink it.
Axe = Throw it at the Chandelier.
Cake ~ Eat 1t after sou’ve left the rabbit warren. 2
Mud - Throw it at the troll.
Photo = Drop 1t by the necromancer.
Rod ~ Wave it.
Watch = Give it to the Time Creature.
Bomb - Throw it at the Green Loot. z
Lance - Not. needed.
Sword ~ Mot needed, :

Turkish
Delight ~ Give it to the White Rabbit.

STRANGE ODYSSEY - Jackie Holt.
Suit ~ Wear 1t outside,
Phaser - To stun or destroy.
Shovel - To dig with.
Pick - To dig with.
Ice hound - Drop him to find 3 diamond.
Rod - Full, Push then break it,
Belt - Wear it and twist buckle.
Metal = To oken the hatch.

FFARR EREESEHBERIIR RIA ARPES ANE ERD ARERR ARRAS EAR ERFRA ARE RAAB RA RAR AS
30



dp SERIALISED SOL UT IOS sad
FUDDD AMD SLAM be Alan Phillips

PART OME

You start on the Main HiShwas. South of "Icy Wastes" so ERST. ERZT.
NORTH 11m the @arden. a sbPade 15 here and the burrow to the west.
EXAMINE HEDGE vou find an old tunnel covered in cobweb: but you can’t
get throug ~- wet! GET SPADE this 1s PoPPed into the backpack as are
most. things, if dou want to see what 1£ in the backpack Just twpe FE.

You start with matches. candle stub, dasser, a PiPe and some PLPe
weed, SOUTH. EAST. EAST. EAST. ERST. EAST ede of murky weeds. SOUTH.
Fhar. here's Qood ole dopes Slam. to 9st him to do thin9se oF answer
wa. talk to Slam then type what 1s wanted. For the moment  thoush.
TALE TO SLAM, he turns to listen, GIVE STRING TO ME. He delves 1nto
his Pocket and Pulls out 3 Flece of strinsd and it @oes into the
backpack, NORTH, EAST. Alien sPace-shifF iz here. if sou examine the
ship, little aliens come ont and vou run awas. so CALL SLAM he turns
ub. TALE TO SLAM, he listens. RSE FOR HELP WITH ALIEWZ. He loo
throvat biz issues of “Crush” but sadz that Rooster (Brewster) knows
nowt. but drops a Haxby Poke. GET FOKE. TALE TO SLAM, USE FORE. Slam
gets the poke and flicks it at the alien ship which PromPtly
dissabears., Slam save "The Haxbks hackers Pokes aluass do that". Now
there 18 a wad through to the east — but not wet, WEST. WEST, HORTH,
NORTH. In olds shofPe. wizaned E1f 1z here. TALK TO ELF. He sadz you
can bus an axe. an adventurers kit and some food. BUY ARE.
charsss 1 Sold coin which iz vou last, oh well, e3sy Come  easz "30,
the axe @os:z into the backpack. SOUTH, SOUTH. WEST, WEST. WEZT, WEST,
SOUTH, on 4razsy mound. trese’s here. CUT TREE, You cut down the tree
with the awe but can’t move 1% on wour own =o CALL SLAM. ROLL TREE.
Together wou move the tres and 1t lands 1n the river then floats
EXERTN

NORTH. EAST, EAST. EAST. EAST. ERST. SOUTH to bs stones. bride now
made with tree that flosted down river and causht between the stones.
CROSS RIVER. Don't cross if wou already have the ladder or wouwill
loze 1t! SOUTH. WEST. 4ou are bw a clift and sou can see an OFENINE
but sou can’t reach it, so CALL SLAM. CLIME SLAM. You clamber uf Poor
Slam and enter a cave, there are some leawe:s here and another exit to
the eazt, thiz leads to the war zone 3a don’t bother. move LEAVES
and sou find some breadorumbs and a desd bear. SEIM  EERFR. You Cut
of f the fur with your trusty dagser and now bave two 2mall coatz one
of which sou wear,  DOWH, Slam is here and @ou throw the other to
him. ERST. MORTH. CROSS RIVER, MORTH. WEST. WEST. WEST. WEST. WEST,
WEST. WEST. SOUTH wou are at a three was Junction. EAST. EAST, EAST,
back of lauShinz bear, GET LADDER which 1s too big to Go 10 the
backpack sc sou 11 have to cares it. NORTH. WEST. WEST. NORTH, ERZT.
MORTH. You are at the 1cy washes. 1f wou 90 here without the bear
skin coat wou freeze to death —- there 1: a crown here. GET ICE CROWH.

SOUTH. EAST. ERST. EAST. EAST. EAST. EAST. EAST. to where the alien
zhip waz. SOUTH wou are 17 the war zone. Because €ou haws the ice
cron bbe armies stob firohtine and adres to fiokt gust once 3 ¥E3r
and shares the crown. put leawe weaPonz bebandg and head oft to the
Lauatizns Bear, SEARCH MEAFOM= 30d wou find a sword, GET SWORD, if
dou examin: the sword dou will tind it 12 3 drason slaser.



SERIAL ISED SOLUTIONS

PLUNDERED HEARTS — Mandy Rodrigues — Commodore

Part 3.
The only cell I found was empty in this direction so 1 went back tothe bottom of the stairs and went south. There was a large pool ofwater filling this room and to my horror a large crocodile was lyinghalf in and half out of the pool preventing me going further south.It had its jaws wide open as if waiting for food. This made me think.
I had the salt pork and also a sleeping drug! I put some of the drugon the pork, gave it to the crocodile and waited. After a few momentsit closed its eyes and fell asleep.
I raced south as fast as 1 could and found myself in a dungeon. There
was a pair of manacles hanging from the wall and a trapdoor set intothe floor. Thinking that my father was under the trapdoor I opened 1t
quickly but found that it was just an old well shaft. I followed a
passage west and came to a locked cell door! I unlocked it and wentinside to find myself immediately enfolded in my dear father s arms.
I examined my father to make sure he was unharmed and he quickly tcld
me that we must get out of here as quickly as possible. He had aplan, whilst he went to the kitchen and rescued Lucy I must find Nich
and tell him what had happened. Then we would all meet at the beach.
I led my father back to the library and, spotting the window, he bade
me farewell and climbed through it. I headed back towards the foyerbut te my horror 1 saw that Nick had been captured by Lafond’'s amen
and they had beaten him dreadfully. I longed to run to his side buthe was dragged away before I could move. At that moment the butler
came up to me to tell me that Lafond was waiting in his room for me.There was absolutely nothing else to do but to meet with Lafond and
see if there wac some way to defeat him and release Nich.
I went up the stairs and opened the ornate door. Lafond ushered meinside and handed me a blue goblet of wine. He drank from a greengoblet and forced me to drink mine. I did so and he seemed pleasedthat I was going to be so little trouble. At that moment Nick burstinto the room determined to save me and kill Lafond! I don’t know how
he managed to escape but I was so pleased to see him. I screamed inhorror as, before he had time to attack Lafond, Crulley and theButler grabbed him from behind and beat him senseless. "Take him tothe durmgeon and don’t let us be disturbed again," commanded Lafond. I
sighed resignedly, horrified at what had happened to Nick but
determined to defeat Lafond myself!
"Four me some more wine while I change into something more
comfortable," he commanded and turning his back to me he began to
remove hiz clothes.
I had the drug and if I was quick I could slip some into his wine but
I hesitatec. If I put it into his goblet he could change them over 1f
he suspected me. Ther agsin 1f I put it into my blue goblet then the
same thing could happen. 1 decided that it would have toc be the blue
goblet and.pourec wine into both goblets and added the drug to the

32



blue one. As 1 was doing this the Butler returned with a tray ofchicken and spices for supper. When the Butler left Lafond said, "Fut
some spices on the chicken ay dear."
1 took a pinch of spices as he turned to take the goblet of wine.Just as I had thought he began tc smile and say that he didn't trust
me and that he was sure I had put something in the wine! I wasundone!
1 panicked as he reached for me and told me I must taste both
goblets. I blew the spices into his face and could have shouted for
Joy when he was momentarily blinded! He stumbled +rom the room
smashing the green goblet on his way. I needed help and fast!
Latond would kill me for sure now. I grabbed the silver tray that lay
upon the table and waved it frantically in the moonlight which shone
through the window. Thankfully, 1 saw an answering signal from the
ship almost at once. I began to run from the room but ran straightinto the arms of the leering Butler who ushered me back 1nto the
room. I didn’t know quite what to do sc 1 decided that perhaps 1

should try to use some of my charms upon him. If I could get him on
my side then all would be well. I smiled and offered the blue gobletof wine to him. Of course! That one contained the drug!’ I watched
anxiously as he downed it and waited patiently for it to take effect,within moments he fell to the floor in a deep sleep.
I ran through the door and south to the gallery. Here I waited a
while just to avoid Lafond who could have returned at that moment and
found me. The pirates arrived from the vessel and swarmed into the
house. Now I felt safe to go down to find Nick. In the foyer I met
Cookie who asked me where Nick was. I told him tc follow me and raced
as quickly as I could to the library. Cookie followed me and watched
in surprise as 1 repeated the procedure to open the secret door. As
it swung open we racez down the stairs and headed for the dungeon.
The crocodile was wide awake but, before I could do anything, Cookie
shouted that he would take care of the crocodile while I saved Nick.
fs he dived into the pool I rushed south to the dungeon.
My darling Nick was manacled to the wall! Crulley had whipped him
1nto unconsciousness and blood flowed from the open wounds on hisback! I wanted tc run to him, but as I entered, Crulley turned and
begantc use his whip to push me backwards towards the open trapdoor
and certain death! There was Nick's rapier lying in the shadows
nearby and I snatched it up and faced Crulley. He didn't seem at all
worried that I held the rapier, in fact hie grin just widened and he
cracked the whip at me once more. I had no 1dea how to use the rapiertut I had to do something so I attacked furiously with it. Crulley
was surprised momentarily and stepped bacy. nearer to the open
trapdoor. I attacked once more and nicked his chest with the rapier.He stumbled backwards into the well. I looked down expecting to seehis smashed body or the rocks far below but instead, to my horror, 1

found that the hook which replaced one of his hands had stuck 1nto
the wall of the well and he was slowly climbing back up again’

ts From myto wake Nicl somehow. Taking the smelling sal
1 the key to the€ I woke him with them and he az!ed me 11 1 had
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manacles. Of course the large key from the cell door wouldn't fit but
I did try to pick the lock with the brooch. It worked! Within seconds
Nick was free. He grabbed the rapier and shouted that Lafond must die
for what he had done to us all and he raced from the dungeon. I raced
after him and, joined by Cookie, I ran back up to the library. As e
arrived we could clearly hear the sound of a duel. Rapiers were
clanging and I heard a woman gasp. Nick, in his weakened condition,
stood no chance against Lafond!

I had to help him somehow. The ballroom was blocked and I couldn't
enter so 1 raced upstairs to the gallery and looked down. Sure enough
Nick was losing ground and the end couldn't be far away! I had to get
to him. I climbed down the rope and by all the luck in the world
managed to land right on top of Lafond. Knocked unconscious he laystill on the ballroom floor!
My father, Lucy, Cookie and Nick shouted at me to follow and they
raced away for the beach as fast as they could. I would have followed
immediately but I had dropped some of the items that I thought I
might need so I stopped to pick them up and ran after them.
When I arrived at the beach Nick was waiting for me. The others were
making for the skiff in the shallows. We were about to follow when
there was a shout from the top of the cliff and we turned to see
Lafond and his dragoons there with their pistols trained upon us.
There was a shot and Cookie flung himself in front of Nick and the
bullet meant for Nick hit poor Cookie in the back. This enraged Nick
andhe shouted to Lafond, "Come down and fight like a man!" Lafond
shouted back that he would, on one condition. I+ he won then I. would
belong to him.

Nick turned to me and I saw all the love in his eyes that I longed ro
and knew that he must take the chance or all would be lost. I. told
him yes and Latond jumped down the cliff and the duel began once
more.

Lafond had dropped his pistol and 1 grabbed it and loaded it with the
powder horn because I fully intended to kill myself with it if Nick
died. But Nick didn’t die! He was so brave, he killed Lafond quickly
and easily. He bent and took the ring from Lafond’'s finger and as he
did so 1 noticed that Crulley was aiming his pistol right at Nick's
heart! There was no time to lose. I raised the pistol and shot
Crulley dead!

The battle was finally over. Nick turned to me and took me into his
arms. "My darling, will you sail with me to America and start a new
life as my wife?" he asked tenderly. I clung to him almost fainting
with delight. This was not the end of the story - for us the story
was just beginning...... TR ——



a SETTING “YOU STHRTELD sd
GNOME RAMGEFR - GAME OHE bw Maureen Lamb.

You start outside a little shor at the end of & north south road.
Knock On Door, Wait, In, Wait (Until Cap offers you an envelobel,
Take Enwvelobe. Take Shovel, Go To Fuddle, Examine Puddle, Take Loin,
Go To Brambles, Examine Brambles. Take Hair, Go To farsh, Take HALL,
Wait Clntil Eadle or some other creature appPedrz Follow Eagle. Allow
the Eazle to cafture You and take wou to her nest. Examine Chicks.
Hit Chicks with Shovel. Yoo will be rewarded with a Silver Eell., Oo
To LCottaze, Look Throuwst Gate, Ring Eell. Wait for Eagle to aPpear.
Easle. =o north and take Ped then find me and five Peg to me. Walt
tuyntil the Eagle returnz and ives you the Peg. A dod should appear
at the same time.’ Follow dog, Keep following the dos until he meet:
2 Pack of dogs and thes will Sive 400 3 whistle.

GHOME RAMGER — GAME TWO by Mauresn Lamb,

You start Part two iw the @9arden of a cottage where an old man asks:
don to take a tes leat so that he can make 9ou some tes, Examine
Thistle Clumpk, Take Thistle Flowsr., Examine FEowan Sapling, Take
Fowan Berrs, Examine Elder Bush, Take Elder Eerts. Examine Mint
Clumf. Take Mint Leaf, Take ComPozt. Take Tea Least. Go to Kitchen.
Take Bulb, Take Seed. West. kead Book, Keep refestinz the dast
command untill gou kawe read through 311 the books and noted down all
the Informaticn on the making of Fotions etc, Go to Garden, Plant
Bult, Take all, Flant Seed, Go to kitchen. Put Elder EBerrw  1n 1000
Pot. Put Thistle Flower in iron Pot, Pot Fowan Berea 1p iron Pot. Fut
Mint Leaf in iron Fob, (You should now have an Animate Potion. Go to
Garden, Fut Animate Potion on Greenslave, Eazt, Irof  ComPozt. best,
Up. Down, Treehoonze. 90 east, East, East wntil wou Set to the Hec
Go to Garden, Get Thistle Flows, Get Elder Berrys. Get Mint Leaf. :

Rowan Berrs, Go to Kitchen, Put Thistle Flowsr in iron pot. Fut Elder
Berrys iv iron Pok., Pot Mint Leaf in iron Pot, Put REowsw Berrs in 1ran
Pot, Go to kedse. Fut Weesdibiller Potion on me. East.

ERLLYHOD - by Jobin Herbert
Tou start In The Wi co Goosowth amd Yon will fang a midast trdind to
resch the drinkins fountain. Lift Mideast, Go South and examine waon.
thers 1s a Pole under the wiSon. take Pole, Qo north, north, north,
climb ladder, keer 2ciand east along the tightrope with the 31d of the
Pole until vou come to the other Platform. Get balloon, 90 west until
doy redich the other Platform, 90 down. south. zouth, west, scuth 3nd
west into the Prof tent. Hide. listen to the conversation of the tuo
men who enter the tent, Take suit. west. north. EMmort northeast. ew3mine Sartage take tacks. thes th,

west. motte oben balloco, inkale helium. hello hares. south
wear mast knoTh on door. south mmamine azhtras, 9st ash
nEwzbrint read newsifrant. wou will %et thrown outs oral under
Seto oumond £239 ouch 3 few times until the Pain subsidgez, 20
north. oe Foch mot Fink hale ewamine turnstile, Put ticket
Lorna tl ie. f= 3 .



BIG SLEAZE - by G.L.Wheeler,

Examine desk, Get Flask, North. Get Mac. North, Down, Unlock door,
Open door. South. South, Get in car, Irof Lucky, IrofF Flask, Examine
Mac. (Crowbar talls outiBet out. Examine car, Get Dynamite. North,
North. Ur. South, South. Put Dsnamite in kewhole, Wait (Until sheartivess. Get Chedus. Light Fuse. Horth, Wait (Until dog arrives),
DrofF Lishter, Get Photo. Get Chedue. North. Down, South, South. Get
in car, Drobo Chedue, Drob Chedue, Drop Photo, Get out, Horth, Morth,
Up. South, South. Get Wallet. Get Eatterw, Get Gun, Get Kes, HMorth.
Down. South, Close door. Lock door. South. Get in car. DroF Wallet,
DroF Kes, Get Flash. Put Batters in Flash. Dro Flash, Join Wires,
Drive to Joes, Get out, North. North. Examine Wall.

BOOK. OF THE DERLD - by Mike Wade.

Break E3% ~ Get Knife - South — Shear Sheer ~ Drop Knife - South -
Zouth - Wash Fleece - East - North — Examine Weights — Lift Weight: -zouth - Get Boulder - South - Put Boulder in Man@onel - Fire ManSonel
= Morth - Get Ibiz - Horth - West - Fray to Amon-Ra - South — MHorth -
Get Fleece = South — Pluck Ibis - Irop Ibiz ~ Throw Fleece ower cliff= Throw Buill over cliff - Down - Det Fleece — Get Guill ~ Up = Get
Rope ~ Eazt — Drs Hermit with Flesce - Read Scroll — Cure me — East —

Examine River - Get Stiltz — Wear Stilts - East - East = Horth -
Morth - Wait - Morth - Somethin - Marth - Down — Get Coin - Up -
West = West - Eszt - Eazt ~ THEM.......

EFER EF COREE SESSA ARR FEENHAE RSF ERS SE RRRR FRA REER AER RHEA SRE FAS EERE RAF 4S

* Uhh ADVEWTURE FOR. AMSTRAD ADVEMTURERS F111 ¥
Endod aw amuz in Shithearted romP on the Isle of Hersres az dou try1d 11
to zolwe “THE CHZE OF THE MIXED-IUP SHYMER-,

#¥## Te«t only - guaranteed to contain NO mazez!! #43%

#9% Available for Amstrad CFL machines HOW!!! ##4

#H% Price £1.95 on cassette and £4.25 on disc, #4 @®

##4 Or zend £1.25 and formatted CFZ #44

ME The caszette cofiez have been Protected,

Cheques F072 should be crozzed and made Pasable to 5, Sharkews. and
sent to To Merton Eoad. Hisnfield. Wigan. WHE &AT.

BEARERS FEAF HASDICIA GAFFER IEF EASA RA AAA SIP FRRE RFPS DEF EEA PEF IER A SEAR 6%



KING: AND QUEENS OF THE CHSZTLE

DOREEH BARDON. Lendal Cottage, High Street, Slingsby. York.YUo PHF.

Fetter Fan. Secret Mission: Ludoidzs Pt 1, Price Of Magik. Curse of The
7 Faces. Survival. Profhecy 1, Wychwood, Fketurn Of The Warrior,
Buf fer Adventure. Lost Urb. Holidas To Remember Pit 1, Kivels kevense.
red Doot + Yellow Door. (uezt For The Holy Jowstick, Fantasias Diamond,
TJemk le Uf Terror. bMckensie, Karvssia Ft £, Shard Of Inovar, Soho Sex
Guest. Flas It A%ain Saw Ft 1, Inskector Flukeit, Holiday To Remember
Ft 2. Demon Lord 1 (Fortress Of Fears, Demon Lord £ (Forbidden
Foreszt,. Colour Uf Magic. Winter Wonderland, H Harvesting Moon.
Wizards Orb, Flas It A310 San Pt &, Ludoids 2/374, Mindstone.
Treasure, Hammer OF Grimmold and Castile Of The skull Lord.
PHUL SAWYER, S57 Everard Street, Barry, South Glamorgan. CFE BPX.

vIsons  FAmathssts Alchemists “n° BEwersthin’Lord Of The Rings. Dur
ase I The Mixed-UP Shsmer,Necr iz Dams ano The L

JACKIE HOLT, 26 Elan Strest, New Basford. Hottinghanm, HGY FET.

Hau lta. An Everddas Tale 4 FA Seeker Of Gold, Arrow Of Death, Earsac
The Lwart, Bugsws, (astle Elackstar. Lastle Eerie. Castle Thade. Crown
Ut Ramhoter. Lrestal Frog. Cuddl Dragonscrapt, Das Trap. Demon
From The Darkside. Dewil = lsland ¢Oilsofts, Dod9y Leezers, Doomsdss
Papers «vg & So, lragonslaser, Encounter, Escabe, kEscare From DLewil s
l=iand., Escapes From Fulsar 7. Espionase Island, Excalibur, Ewe Of
Vartan, Final Mission. Dlante Haw, Golden Roze,  Oround Zero,
Hampstead, Hexasonsl fuseun. lcs Station Zero. Incas Curse. The
Iaterno, Inwinzible lslang, harys:s13. Kadlevh, The keeper. Leo Wanker.
fMivdbendsr 1, Molesworth, Moret Jewels. Mountains Of Ket.
FhilosoPhetrs Stone, Francs Of T9ndal. ProkPhecs One, Frospector
pTartan & Central, WFAT 70olden Eg9cub. Return Ut The Warrior, Sea
Of DZirun. Seax Of Blood. Shard Of Inowvar, Shar Ot Doom, Shbkwreck.
Sidney HEfair, Soho Sex Guest, The Sorcerer (T.D0ilbertss,  Spoot,
staft Of Zaranol. Subsunk, SuPergravi. Teme le Df Vran., Tewmble Terror.
Time Ot The End, Urduanart Castle. Warlord, Wizard Scrolls and
We shoo.
HRA PARFESEAEE LAE RE REEF RERFHR ARRIBA FERRARA RAAF R ERR RA RBA F RARE RBH EDA RRA

Ie SRECIAL OFFER TO PROBE RERDERS 11!

IMCEMTIVE SOFTWARE have kindis offered a sfecial discount of £2 an
all their Medallion Rdventurez for readers of Adventure Frove!

MIMHTEF WOHDERLAMD = CEU Am=trad CPC, EEL BE ~
HFACHE GULL - LEN Hmztrad =
BLACK FOUNTAIN SHARFE = DE Amstrad =
MOSHTRINE OF RETSTOF 2ECK = Hraz Trad -
kRFTSH1IA — BRETT UN w=

HOH HAUHTELD HULEE - Hist ao CFC =

colle THE BECKE OF LIFE = CR 2d w=

IHE ALLER FROM OUTER sFrocsDEALUN = TUOTH — CBI es =

LhEdues FUE Show td Be crossed 3nd made Pasable to Hoventure Froos,
Orgerzs shou td be ent Lo Hawes obure Broke.
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#4 FHAHDY "5S HOTLINE ##s

If you have ans Queries about Probe, SubscribPtions or would Just liketo chat then give me a rind on 0472 77v30%, 1 will be available at allreasonable hours but I like to relax after 18Pm and, of course. I
sometimes have to 90 out.
BEEP EER AR ARERBR NRE PREAE REEF ERNE RE SERRA ER ERRR RAE RRR SRAEAR AR AERA E94

TELEFHONE HELFL INE For
Copectrum)

HLF BALDWIN - Tel: S00%1e Mon to S3t 10am to Spm
MIKE WADE - del: C 7eI7SE Mon to Fri 6Pm oto 7Pm
JHCE HIGHAM ~- Tel: Fra to Mon 7Pm to 10pm
WHLTER POOLEY - Tel ! £ Hng reasonable time,
DOREEH BARDON = Tel. 065 382509 Any reazonable time,
ALLAM FHILLIFS = Jel. 01 482 620% Mon to Fri 5Pm to 10Pm
Saturdays and Sundays 4Pm to GPm and 2pm to 10pm. iFleadse don’t Phone
at any other Limes,
Chpectrum & Am=atrad)
GREAHAN WHEELER = Tel. 022% 26912 Sun to S3t 10am to 12pPn
SUE BURKE = Tel: 061 6530005 Mon to Sun 10am to 10FmMm

CH= trad)
DCG PUL = del. 01 621502 Mon to Fri Evenings

Weekends angtime,
JUOHM PRHCOTT = Tel. 0305 784155 sun to Sat Hoon to 10Pm °

ISLA DOMALDSOH = del. 041 254060 Sun to Sat Hoon to 12Pm

CER
BRFEFAFF
EHS IMG THWALIGHTE = Tel: 0330 2elv4 Sun to S53t 10am Lo 18Fn

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU OMLY RING AT THE TIMES SHOWH

If wou would like to woiunbesr for the telsPhoue helpline then send
17 Hour name: telethione number. make of machine. and state the daws
And Limes when You would be availabie. 6%

HAFRHEEARS $2 04 DA IRE RKEEEATHRRNE SHA ARAAR DEH ARRAS R HHA
#%% SOOTHSHYER $#%

SULT HEATER 15 a monthly magazine for adventurers /and 12 Packed full of solutions, maps and up todate vewz on the 13test adventure releases. A must
tor ewery adventurer /

aed £1 for a sam le Coke to.-

Jobin BLoFarns ted, se Merrivale Road, Eisinabrook s Stafford, 5T17 SEE.

HERA ARIE ET IRA ERA CRI IEA TRIP RA IRD ARI FAIRER SAA EAA LBL T2028 2B FAA 22S



#44 SOLUTIONZ dss
The following solutionz and hint sheets 3re available from Probe at
250 per solution cthiz 12 to cower the cozter, (So after the name of
the adventure indicates 3 comPlete step bw step solution and (Hy
1mdycates a kant shest tor that Particular aduenture.

pins Folk ©Hy AZTEC TOME PRFT 1 <S: AREGW OF DEATH-PBRTS 1 ANIL Gg

¢OHRHOLD GOES SOMEWHERE EL=E 5S) RTHLAN v=» APACHE GOLD 0S) ALIEN
AFTERSHOCK C50 RIWEMTURELAMD (20 ALVEMTURE GUEST =3  ARDVENTUFE

Se RULBO AMD THE LIZARE KING 5% BORED OF THE HINGES BOGE OF
=

DEAD. ¢%0 PERTLE QUEST <5» PALLYHOL <=) THE POAGIT +S: THE BEER
HUMTEFR v= THE EI: SLERZJE +5: BLADE OF PLACKFOOLE <5) EOFROWEDN TIME
LS BUCEARDOD BAHZAHI (5) BRAWH FREE «2s PARHEY BROWH AMIN THE CHICHDGL
COMHELTION ¢20 THE EBLACE KHIGHT «Zs CROMH OF RRMHAOTEF =o COL
CHYE HDYEMTURE tH: THE CHALLENGE (5s CHSTLE OF RIDDLE: (53 CLA: /

RIVEHTUFE “Hy CPYSTRLE OF CARL: (53 THE CLP (5: THE CURSE  @&)

CUSTERD: GUEST © THE CRYSTRL FRO C5) CRACK: OF FIRE +5) COLOUR OF
MAIC CS, THE COUNT is) EASTER EOLDITZ «50 COLDITZ 3 CIRCE, =e
CHSTLE ADVENTURE C= CLOUD 235 eH CHSTLE ELACESTAR (52 CUTTHREUHTS (CHD

THE CHSE OF THE MIZED-UP SHYMER «Ho DODGY GEEZERI (SS, DPAGOH ES TOOTH

C0 DEMOM FROM THE DHEESIDE <=, DAHGER MOUSE IM THE BLACK  FORES]
CHATERL FART 1 ¢S) DEMIZ THROUGH THE DREIME ING GLAZED (55 DESERT ISLAMI
So DRAGON OF NOIRCHRE i= DUNGEONS. AMETHY:STS.  RLCHEMIST:E  H
EVYERYTHIN® «% DRACULA C5) DEARDLIME 5) DUWGECOH RDVEWTURE <%) DRAGON
SLAYER vS» ESCAPE FROM KHOSHIMH «35 EHERGEM ENIGMA +S» EZF1ONHAGE
ISLHHD iS EXCALIBUR 25 EYE OF BRIM SS» EMFIFE OF kEAFH (5) ERIE THE
VIKING «55 EHCHAWTER 0% ERETPHELTSFRENZY (5S) Fler & ZL HEE Ses
FANTHZIA DIAMOND (so FINAL MISZIOH {5% THE FOURTH SARCOPHARGLZ (2) THE
FOREZT AT WORLIY: EHD <2 GNOME FHMGEFR C=) GOELIN TOWERZ +H) THE GUILD
AF THIEVES 5) GREMLI £5 Hull Yui HI=JIHES 5x THE HUik CH)
HAMMER OF GRIMMOLD «2% HOUWTED HOWE (5) HEROES OF ERRN 'Hi2 THE
HOEELT «Hs HAMFSTERD tH: INFIDEL +%s EENTILLA «Hs» LIFETERM 5s THE
LURE IHG HORROR +50 LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOERO=- «Hs LORD OF THE  FIHGS
GH THE “LERTS GF TIME Sak Mei CHS he MERHOWHIE "SLIGHT 2%
MOLESWORTH «5% MIMDSHADDW cH) MOF DIOH 5 HUES Lmao 1342 MISSION (so

MHLEETH 1 «Hs MALEETH « CH) THE 0 SUNE 5 iE DHPE WIGHT YH) PIRATE
HIMEWTLIFE «HJ THE PRY=EIEE=¢€Sy THE ‘PHILOSOPHERS©TOME «&u "EL RST
AGATH SHIM 5) PROSFECIURE C5: PLUNDERELr HERFTZ «Zr THE PHWH tH)
FLHHETFALL tH PILGRIM (H) THE GLE=T (H) THE RISIHG OF SRLAKHDER (Lo
RETURM OF THE JOYSTICK CS) RUEY REUMAROUWD «=. FRETUFM TO EDEM 3%, THE
SHHFL OF IMOWAR CS SORCERER CS ¢ THE SNOW QUEEH 5) ZEASTALEER (50
STHRELEORS cH STRATTUNERLL “CHy THE SECRET OF LIFE «Hy SEOFEEEER SH
CLAYMORGUE CASTLE +Hy SOULS OF DARFEOH Co) STOWEYILLE MAMOF (Sy THE
SERFS THLE 5) SPELLERERKER: (53 SHERLOCE ini) TREASURE 5TEFFOFMOLIMOE «= THE TUME= OF ZEIOPS cH: TOF SECRET «350 ULYZSEZ AMD

THE GOLDEW FLEECE <5, WOYHGE TO RTLAHTIS (50 VERH CRUZ tH: WIZARDS
CHAHLLEMGE ¢Ss MWISHERINGEFR «20 WINTER WONDEFLRMD «So WYCHMOOD CZ WORM

IH FAFRDISE (Hy Z0ORE 1 CH» Z0RK 11 <H» Z0RE II] 5) ZERIAEL. CIMCEHT IY
SOF THARE 2 cH ZODIAC CTAH=0FT + oH

1

$PEEPB4949004 4204949494440 05408 9450 0H EHP RIDE 4403950044400090044¢

¢4% HINT +44

FUBYAH=HI MHF - Tackie Holt.
You eed 3 leat or wou 11 choke to death,
Merd a laff = The cow the wheel 10 the Fat,
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“THE CASE OF THE || MIXED-UP SHYMER

ADVERTURE v
_  Sorrwamp / ATLAS

ifLDVERTURE
SOPTWA RE

FOR COMMODORE £4122 AHL SPECTRUM 42/125
THE BLACK KNIGHT. Eattle your was through the valley which haz beendevastated by the evil Elack Knight, on to kis castle hideout,destiaos bin and release the caPhtyives., Thiz is 2 tuo part text onlyadventure which features a USEFUL help rooting to gscizt “ou throughthe mote difficult proble
Commodore Cassette — £2.29 & Disk - £2.99, Spectrum Cassette - £2,99,
THE CRAZE OF THE MIXED-UF  SHYMER. Written by Sandra Sharkey andconverted by Mand Rodridues, This i= 3 lighthearted romp through theIzle of Mersres where things have Sone verd weond, Trying to Put themtight Can sometim have hilarious rezults! Suitable for adults andis 3 wonderiul ad ture to gentlycoax children 1nto the art ofadventuring.
Commodore Caszette - £1.99 & Disk - €£2,9%, Spectrum Cazzette - £1,939,
BARME'Y EROWN AMD THE CHICAGO CONMECTIOM. You take on the role ofBarney Brown as he recelwez 3 frantic call for help from his friendand co-azent of MIS. Thiz tuo part text adventures with AaPhic: takesyou from dour home, cross the Atlantic to Chicaso in a franticattempt to rescus wour friend from the clutches of Scarface and theFafi3 Mob.
Commodore Cassette - £2.39 ¢ Disk — £2,9%, Hot available tor ZPectrum
Crossed cheques FO = should be made passble to Atlas AdventureSoftware avd zent to 24 Maes v Cum, Llandudno. Gusnedd, LLI0 IJE.


